Intention of trying out. Medicine O'Brien school and those who have always due game to be played here next --

George Pefealt, Jr., of Iowa City, and Allen Mackworth, of Spencer, surprisingly upset the Iowa team that above the bridge. Their rife brought Frank Jones, who was paid a places a claim to the end by generative work in finding the girl to shore. The young girl was prostrated by bringing the girl to shore.

Frank Jones, a member of the freshman law class and a vigorous medical student, was especially instrumental in saving a young lady.

This Iowa team had been defeated earlier in the fall.

The third set went to

Micro, and Anderson braced and had have a yell meeting at the girls' club. One of those in charge that the organization has taken a very prominent part in the university musical world but the girl promised big things for this stage. In the first place the club will be greatly enlarged. It is the desire of those in charge that the organization number stand fifty. Judging from the large number now trying out, there will be no trouble in getting the large company together. Of last year's organization there are about twenty girls. These include the more prominent of the girls, two of them also returning from last year. At the meeting yesterday there were over twenty new girls out and there are many more who have shown their intention of trying out.

The girls are determined to run the man's organization a time run in superylne in college circles.

The officers elected yesterday included some of the best players in the state and those who have always done tremendous in club activities.

Under their management and direct control big things will promised and do most materialize.

Officers elected: President, Dean　Miss best known in the West Point's title. In the game was Dean, a freshman star at the university.

Tickets Green.

A movement has been started by a number of medical students of the University to provide a fund where five tickets to the football games may be purchased by those patients in the University Hospital, who are able to pay but who otherwise would be unable to attend the games. Collegetime for these purposes were taken to the various stories of the city building evening and the grounds were turned over in the T. R. C. A. Secretary Williams, the head of the fund. Anyone wishing to contribute may do so by seeing the Secretary.

A Handsome Display.

Have you seen the big advertisement of your firm at Westphal's pharmacy.

For one week the manufacturer offer this plus at half regular prices.

A Handsome Display.

Have you seen the big advertisement of your firm at Westphal's pharmacy.

For one week the manufacturer offer this plus at half regular prices.

One Week Only

Fountain Pen Sale

½ REGULAR RETAIL PRICES

Wentworth Pharmacy

No Stunt Is Greater Than Hawk-- "Eyes by Variety Coaches..."

Secret Art Practical held in Iowa Field, and 6 Wins by Combined Players Hard.

One Week Only

$3.50 Gold Bond Pen

$6.00 Pearl Mounted

$7.50

$10.00

$15.00

$20.00 $25.00

Ritten Guarantee

See Window Display

ILL VICTORIOUS OVER ANDERSON

Penchines Touches are Played.

Tickets on Sale.

The second sale for the Puritans will begin tomorrow. All the believers in the Puritans may be interested in hearing the news.

Last of June.

The last edition of the Daily Iowan will be printed Saturday.

Baur.
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BUSINESS LOCALS

After the Show, the families, figuring several weeks of unusually well filled engagements, have a week of rest. Until next week, the Colony will remain as far as the public's knowledge goes. The expenses of small time booking having forced ten days of teaching on the local theater gong.

A根据 the arrangement of the interior, attendance records for the past two years and the other considerations, they should return to the children Friday night when "The Flirt's Princess" played to a capacity house composed chiefly of same groups and that in spite of the fact that many social activities tended to reduce the possible attendance upon the production. A forecast of this taking musical comedy printed play which renders unnecessary a review of the best appearance. Suffice it to say that the critics of "Cain's There Are Too Many Girls," and "A Jolly Addle" are being enthusiastically that they attended— and can watch— that Harry Butler's jokes and sets are worked on the stage as they are.

To the by, Butler staged his au

MARGUERITE

Wally

The world and posed on to his re

The life of Jonathan P. Drever, the man, the statesman, and the husband, and few could not esteem him. He was certainly one of the greatest men of the century, and his influence in the interests of the cause of peace is incalculable in accomplishing the desired result. I must say, however, that we are agreeing remarkably. I agree with the Iowa students. Not only were they attractive and spirited, but they were generally with the problems. I should regard the Iowa students when I am arranged general in my going to stage."

This Grae Bran, advertised as the beverage equivalent, seeded the small company which preceded the creation of a small firm, the "Star-Gazette" company, in individual houses here Saturday night. The play is not bad, there are some of the plot. There is no doubt of the money and sale. I am sorry that the thing has been in the theatre. The support companies can freely choose.

Tryouts for the teams in the University Drama club take place tonight. Forty candidates will be chosen for the half dozen seasons according to advanced notices, there is a wealth of material from which the club will have to choose and it is predicted that the judges will have no difficulty in picking the best performers.

Bobby Brook, a tall, thin, redheaded boy who is some of Wharton’s store at half price. This week only. Warranted 14 lbs. of beans and potatoes and written guarantee seven. See window.

For sale— Used and "Wright". Frame Banquet in perfect condition in modest offer. T. Hall, 711 East Burlington.

NEWCOMER

The Confectioner

Palmetto Chocolates especially all. Fall home made in all stores and furnished for parties.

LATEST DRINKS

Especially Candies Call on

To The Student Body

To inform the students of Wharton’s pharmaceutical store offers all prices at half price. We can say only, that the store, which is the store, which has been in business, has a university known Senator Diller as a friend, and as a friend to work in his Gambier.

Notice to all Chorusmen—

The hour that you can save half a dollar on half price has been noted. It will last only once at Whiting’s. Our two dollar price for silk no stockings is in one of many magazines.
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The hour that you can save half a dollar on half price has been noted. It will last only once at Whiting’s. Our two dollar price for silk no stockings is in one of many magazines.

Notice to all Chorusmen—

The hour that you can save half a dollar on half price has been noted. It will last only once at Whiting’s. Our two dollar price for silk no stockings is in one of many magazines.
Baldwin's Air Ship Almost To come back to Earth. We would like to sell every student in the city one of our high grade "SURE EDGE"
Pocket Knives the Best Ever

SMITH & CILEK, Hardware

Get Out Your Microscope You Cannot Find a Flaw in Our Typewriters

This is a typewriting era and if you have not already af- filiated yourself with an up-to-date machine, hasten to do so. We handle every make of typewriter and can offer you a choice for a choice.

YOU NEED NOT invest a large sum of money in a typewriter; we have them at prices that will suit all. Visible machines from $9.00 to $115.00. Our terms are convenient—an attractive installment proposition if you so desire it.

AT THIS TIME we wish to call your attention to our rental proposition. Each machine is carefully inspected and put into condition before being sent out. Rates, $3.00 per month. Rates Given for time rentals.

BEAR IN MIND that we also carry a full line of Typewriter Supplies, Ribbons, Carbons, Oils, Brushes, Typewriting Papers, etc.
Expert typewriter repairing.

University Typewriter Co.
21 E. Washington.
Ingot Oil and Vaal Ilure. 8t1.

MANNING-BOWMAN

Chafing Dish

For a Rarebit

MANNING-BOWMAN

Chafing Dish

A FULL LINE OF COLLEGE JEWELRY

ALWAYS IN STOCK AT BOOK STORE PRICES

GO TO THE NEW

Princess Theatre
Cedar Rapids

Vauclville and Motion Pictures
2:50-7:50 and 9:00 a.m., 10c and 20c

For a Rarebit

MANNING-BOWMAN

Chafing Dish

A FULL LINE OF COLLEGE JEWELRY

ALWAYS IN STOCK AT BOOK STORE PRICES

MEXICAN INDIAN BLANKETS

The latest for your college room, den, library, or music room; for classic rugs, coach covers, portiers and wall decorations. Congress sales offices! Beautiful designs! Hand made by natives; all wool; fast colors. The most acceptable household gifts! Select your favorite blanket: ground color: Crimson, Blue, Red, Green, White, Black. 7 x 8 ft, $9.00, 9 x 10 ft, $12.00, 9 x 12 ft, $15.00. 6 ft. x 8 ft. x 6 ft. 4 ft. x 6 ft. 5 ft. x 7 ft., $8.00. Not of these, one can select, $10.00 above. Bargains, carriage prepaid on bundle of prices. Order today. Money back if you want it.

MEXICAN BLANKET CO., AGRACALIENTES, MEXICO.